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Introduction
One of the ways to provide soft landing on a planet surface is the usage of a brake-engine
with thrust opposite to space vehicle movement. In this connection it is necessary to investigate
interference between the brake-engine jet and oncoming flow in the planet atmosphere, and also
between the jets and surface. Shapes of examined models (lunar module and Martian probe) are
illustrated in Fig. 1.
TSNIIMash was one of the first scientific centers where such investigations had been
started dealing with force and heat loads from the engine jets acted on the space vehicle
structure during soft landing on the lunar and Martian surfaces.
Interaction of single/multiple jet with oncoming flow or surface is characterized by appearance
of a large number of shock waves, contact surfaces, separated zones and other peculiarities and this
defined the necessity of fulfillment of extensive experimental studies. For these aims U-22 and U22M vacuum chambers were created in TSNIIMash in 1970-ies and 1980-ies.
Some results regarding drag coefficient of the space vehicle with working jets are
presented below.
1. Interaction of the jets with oncoming flow
Gasdynamic pattern of interaction between one or several jets and oncoming flow is
studied in detail [1-7]. Jet flow, interacting with oncoming flow, generates a contact surface,
and a stagnation zone appears behind the latter. This zone may be closed on the body surface or
stay open. Pressure in the zone defines a local jet pressure ratio na = Pa / P∞ for working jets

(Pa – pressure at a nozzle exit, and P∞ – ambient pressure). At supersonic flow velocity, a shock
is generated in front of the contact surface and unstable flow regimes may appear.
Injection of one or several jets from the drag screen causes always pressure fall at the screen
and drag decreases. The influence of one central jet in case when the drag screen is a blunted cone
with half-cone angle θ =70° at angle attack α = 0 is shown in Fig. 2. Here Ma, M∞ – Mach
numbers at the nozzle exit and in outside flow, correspondingly; Rea – Reynolds number at the
nozzle exit; P – pressure at the screen surface; P0′∞ -pressure past normal shock in the outside
flow; Lk – a distance along the jet axis from the nozzle exit to the contact surface [3]; ra – the
nozzle exit radius; r – a coordinate of a point on the screen surface with origin on its center.
Increase of the jet injection intensity, defined by the value Lk, when the latter is small,
causes reduction of pressure level mainly in the central part of the screen surface. If Lk value is
large, the drag screen wholly is located in the stagnation zone, and pressure reduces on the
whole screen surface.
The influence of 4 injected jets placed over the drag screen periphery is illustrated in
Fig. 3 (the nozzle position is r/ra = 8). The jets influence is small near the screen central part
and at the screen periphery pressure reduces a little with increased rate of gas injection.
Pressure level on the screen surface is significantly higher in case of 4 jets, comparing
with single central jet, and this causes increase of the screen drag coefficient Cx. It was a reason
to choose 4-jet configuration of Martian probe 5M (Fig. 1b).
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Fig. 1. Principal scheme of the models (a-lunar module, b-Martian probe).
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Fig. 2. Influence of injection of central oncoming jet on pressure distribution over nose screen.
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Fig. 3. The influence of four opposite jets on pressure distribution over the nose screen,
model 5M, Ma=4.73; Rea≈106.
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1. Vacuum chambers for studying gasdynamic process of interaction between
vacuum jets and obstacle
It is necessary to solve two problems during simulation of space vehicles soft landing on
surfaces of planets with rarified atmosphere. The first one is connected with required value of
model jet pressure ratio, and the second – with reproduction of general gasdynamic similarity
parameters Ma, κa, Rea, etc. These problems may be solved only with the help of vacuum
chambers and specific test techniques. In order to simulated more completely all elements of the
full-size vehicle which are situated in the reflected flow of the jet, it is necessary to fabricate
large-scale models which may be tested in the large-scale vacuum chambers. U-22M vacuum
chamber with volume V=170 cu.m, initial pressure P~1Pa, and U-22 vacuum chamber with
volume V=930 cu.m, initial pressure P~0.1Pa give opportunity to obtain required values of jet
pressure ratio in a wide range [8].
Pulse ignition of the model engine is realized using gasgenerator of powder combustion
products with combustion temperature 2200-2400 K, or with the help of diaphragm unit with
compressed air or another gases as working body.
The model scale is chosen from the point of view to simulate Rea and provide required
critical section of the model nozzle, its weight, initial jet pressure ratio with initial pressure in
the vacuum chamber, and time period when gasdynamic parameters are recorded.
a) M∞=1.1; Ma = 1.0; Rea = 16.2⋅106
Usually it is based on the condition

b) M∞=1.5; Ma = 3.2; Rea = 9.4⋅106

( Poc ) mod el (d ∗ ) mod el
=
, where Poc – pressure in the
( Poc ) vehicle (d∗ ) vehicle

engine chamber, d∗ − the nozzle critical section diameter.
Pulse ignition of the model generator and a small period of time for recording parameters
(∆τ=0.05-0.15 s) impose definite requirements on instrumentation, which have to measure very
small values and operate in extreme conditions − at high temperature and under shock and vibration loading.
A system for measurement of forces and moment was developed with present level of
dynamic errors (<10%), and natural frequency of the system model-balance-suspension satisfies
a condition fn⋅∆τ ≥ 3 (fn – natural frequency). The weight is also limited, because at fn >90-100
Hz its weight should be less 120-150 g.
In accord with present techniques a measurement error for forces and moment is ±(10-15)%,
measurement error for pressure acted on the model is ±(8-10)% with confidence probability P=0.95.
Thus the test technique [9] permits to conduct all necessary measurements and optical
study with light models (scale 1:5 – 1:20, d∗ >2 mm) during the time interval 0.05-0.15 s).
2. Peculiarities of gasdynamic aspects of soft landing
Investigation of gasdynamics related to soft landing requires study of interaction between
one/several jets and landing surface and between reflected flow and structure elements of a
landing module.
Interaction between jets with moderate pressure ratio and an obstacle is investigated in
details [10-12]. Information about interaction of rather underexpanded (exhausting into
vacuum) jets is presented in works [13-15].
For case of several jets interacting with an obstacle there are only some works related to
study of physical flow pattern and loads acted on the obstacle surface [16].
Experimental studies had shown that values of distributions of the gasdynamic loads acted
on the obstacle are sensitive to the variation of Ma, κa, β , h, δ. The typical profile of pressure
variation over the surface for case of two jets is presented in Fig. 4 and it is characterized by
maximum in the region where a stream with low entropy impinges the surface. The ranges of
the parameters variation were the following: Ma=3-5, κa=1.12-1.4, angle of inclination of the
jet axis to the surface β =0-20°, h/δ=2-5 (h- a distance from the nozzle exit to the surface; δ - a
distance between centers of the nozzles exit sections, Fig. 4).
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Fig. 5. Axial force coefficient Cx of lunar landing module.
a) one central nozzle; b) two central nozzles.

Interaction of reflected flow with structure elements of the landing module has individual
behavior in each case, and a small volume of available experimental data about integral loads
were obtained during onground development of specific vehicles.
Integral characteristics of the landing lunar module model with central position of a brakeengine (single nozzle) and four disk-shaped supports placed on landing units (Fig. 1a) were
investigated (by Melbard, TSNIIMash) in the next ranges of initial parameters:
Ma = 3.36, κa= 1.25; 1.4; 1.67, α=0-30°, h =h/ra=5-15, Rea=(1-4.5)⋅106, na = 10-1000.
Axial force coefficient Cx for this vehicle is plotted against na with various Rea and h is
presented in Fig. 5. Here Cx=X/(qa⋅Sa), X – axial force, qa = 0.5κ a M a2 Pa , Sa-the nozzle exit area.
Integral gasdynamic characteristics for the landing module of similar configuration but
with twin nozzle (Fig.1a) were investigated with the following initial parameters: Ma = 3.26,
κa = 1.25; 1.4; 1.67, α=0-30°, h =10-30, Rea=(0.5-40)⋅105, na = 30-6000.
In this case, on the contrary to the landing module with one central nozzle (Fig. 5a), jets
interact among themselves, beginning with certain value of na, generating disturbed region with
more dense flow (Fig.4). Although dependencies of integral characteristics versus general initial
parameters are analogous to the dependencies for vehicle model with single nozzle, the absolute
values of Cx are significantly greater for the model with twin nozzle.
Investigation of gasdynamic parameters for Martian landing module (Fig. 1b) was carried
out in the ranges Rea=(0.5-2)⋅106, na = 6-50, α=0-30°, h =2-11. This vehicle has four twin nozzles, which exits are flush-mounted on the nose screen surface, and the screen is blunted cone with
vertex angle 140°. The nozzles had non-uniform distribution of Mach number at exits and κa =
1.4. At sharp edge of large and small nozzles Mach numbers were equal to 4.7 and 4.9, correspondingly. In above range of jet pressure ratio, each of four compound jets interacts with the obstacle as isolated one. Parameters of back flow inside twin-jet volume were defined by parameters
of large jets.
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Integral characteristics are plotted
h = 2.2
Cx
against large jet pressure ratio in Fig. 6.
When jet pressure ratio is close to its
real value (na ≈ 10-12), all gasdynamic characteristics depend significantly on this pa- 0.4
h = 4.4
rameter. Axial component increases with increased na, and it always has direction opposite to the vehicle motion. Normal component
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J
may increase or decrease (its absolute value) 0.2
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20
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with increased na, and it changes its direction.
Increased number of nozzles makes
influence of geometrical parameters h and α Fig. 6. Axial force coefficient Cx of Martian landing
vehicle with four nozzles
on gasdynamic parameters more complicated
(κa = 1.4; α = 5°).
and causes appearance of alternating loads
acted on the landing module.
Investigations of different landing modules have shown that increased number of engines for
soft landing causes growth of loads acted on the vehicle. Maximum axial force for the vehicle
with one brake-engine was about 0.02 of engine thrust, for the vehicle with double nozzle
(Fig. 1a) – about 0.2 of total engines thrust (RΣ), and for Martian module – 0.5 RΣ.. Normal
component was 0.005RΣ, 0.02RΣ, 0.06RΣ correspondingly. The same is true for moment values.
Conclusion
The investigations have shown that processes of drag and soft landing of the space vehicle
on the planet surface is a complex gasdynamic problem. General peculiarities of gasdynamic
parameters behaviour and loads acted on the vehicle were examined. But unique configuration,
strong dependence of aerogasdynamic characteristics from κ a , Re a , na , etc., during landing,
complicated flow patterns with generation of regions with continuum, rarified gas and transitive
zone – require experimental simulation of gasdynamics related to the landing process using vacuum chambers and low density wind tunnels.
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